The SSRP program supports faculty-sponsored student summer research in the humanities or social sciences. Scarbrough fellows spend ten weeks of their summers conducting full-time research on a project designed in collaboration with a faculty sponsor, and receive up to $3500 in summer funds to support that research. Often an initial step toward work on a Senior Honors Thesis or toward future graduate study, recipients of a Scarbrough Fellowship engage in the kind of collaborative research that is usually reserved for graduate study. To qualify, you must have a cumulative GPA of 3.5 and have completed at least 10 regular full-time credits. Visit our homepage on the AC website to learn more and talk to your favorite professor about designing a project!

“My experience as a Scarbrough summer research fellow gave me an invaluable opportunity to learn and grow in ways I had never considered before, all while devoting my time to intense research I was incredibly passionate about. It showed me that research, while challenging, has a way of connecting people and places.”

Holly Kapp, Class of 2020

Apply to the Scarbrough Summer Research Program in the Humanities & Social Sciences

Hop to it, ‘Roos! Applications due February 7th
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